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Guarantee

We supervise, 
liase and co-
ordinate the 
Architectural 

documents with 
all other 

consultants as 
required to 

complete the 
documentation 

during the 
contract. 

We submit for 
you and liase 
with the Local 

Territoral 
Authority 

throughout the 
Building Consent 
process to ensure 

that a Building 
Consent is 
granted.

How we work...
"How we work" 
"A useful checklist and description of the services available by Architectural 
Draughting Services.  Please refer to the check - box list at the back of this 
document, which can be used by you to select the services you require prior 
to excepting a fees proposal and signing a contract. 

Stages

Consultation - 1.0
Design Feasibility - 2.0

Brief - 3.0
Fees - 4.0

Concept Design - 5.0
3D Modeling Service - 6.0

Developed Design Documentation - 7.0
Resource Consent Documentation - 8.0
Building Consent Documentation  - 9.0

Additional Documentation - 10.0
Building Contracts - 11.0

Tendering - 12.0
Contract Administration - 13.0

Check List - 14.0

Architectural Draughting Services

3D CAD Design Concepts  Residential and Commercial Design  Resource and Building Consent Documentation

Jeff Lummis   NZCAD

phone:  (04) 5637815                    email:   idraftnz@gmail.com    
fax:       (04) 5637816                      web:   www.idraft.co.nz
mobile:  0272430838                      blog:   http://idraftnz.blogspot.com
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1.0 Consultation
At the first consultation with you I would listen to your requirements and get 
a general feel for the scope of work, time and input that would be involved 
with your project. This will allow me to prepare a Fees Agreement Letter, 
which  includes my standard "Terms and Conditions of Engagement". 

The possibilities of your proposal are often discussed early with you in order 
to determine if there are likely to be any Resource or Building consent 
compliance issues. Often a Land Surveyor needs to be engaged prior to my 
involvement so that the building height planes and boundaries can be 
accurately located. 

It maybe that the scope of my work and our aggreement needs to be flexible 
enough to enable your / my design to show various design options.    

2.0 Design Feasibility 
A number of factors need to be carefully considered when designing a 
project. A good brief will allow me to work through your options and put 
forward to you a proposed Sketch design or two for your feedback.

Design Feasibility will generally cover the following scope of work;  

2.1 -

2.2 - 

2.3 - Location of Available Services ie. Water, Power, Phone, Drainage. 

2.4 - Legal and Subdivision Covenants. 

Territorial Authority requirements (District Scheme Building Controls,  
Zoning etc.) Apply and obtain a PIM (Project Information  
Memorandum) from the local authority.

Site Access, Orientation for sunlight, Contours 
and general gradient of site,  Building control 
Easements, and Ground conditions. 

2.5 -
 

Design Limitations for Height control planes, and the potential effects 
of the surrounding neighbours.

2.6 - 

2.7 - 

Apply for Certificate of Title (NZ Land on Line) 
and Cadastral information.

Budget, Building Elements, Environmental 
design and building technology.
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3.0 The Brief
Your brief should be made up of a detailed list of your prefered building 
requirements and expectations, including your budget and time frames. 

The brief will allow us to establish a clear scope of work, and should outline 
the services to be provided, and all important design considerations.

As your designer I will guide you through preparing a brief. Some of the 
things you can expect to discuss will be:

3.1    Your aspirations and expectations for the project, 

3.2    Physical Requirements, ie: Number of Bedrooms, Bathrooms etc, 

3.3    Design Inspiration - ideas, likes and dislikes, 

3.4    Usage of the building, how you would like the building to function,  
        ultimately.

3.5    Include any fixtures and fittings that are to be incorporated into the  
        design*.

3.6    Flexibility of the building - future growth etc. 

3.7    Programming / Timing 

3.8    Budget Constraints 

3.9    Construction Management / Project Observation 

3.10   Extent of your personal involvement. 

3.11   Services required.

* The selection of all internal fixtures and fittings will ultimately be your 
responsibilty, unless otherwise discussed.
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4.0 Fees
The Fees Agreement will outline the Proposed Design Scope, the Scope 
of the Building works to be undertaken, the Sketch Design stage, if 3D 
Concepts are to be included, the Consent Documentation to be provided, 
 my written personal guarantee, and a list of other Consultants required 
to complete the documentation. A fees structure, as well as my 
"Standard Terms of Conditions of Engagement" will be attached. 

This is a detailed list of services provided by Jeff Lummis Architectural 
Draughting Services which will outline and establish all Professional 
Services that I am providing and the costs associated with these 
services.     

Once a firm design brief is established, a written fee proposal can be 
prepared. This fee proposal will outline the various stages of work and 
associated fees and there due dates for payment. It may also be 
important for you to factor in other consultants costs as well. 

All other consultants engaged will be independant and have their own 
contract with you. This I usually arrange for a fees aggreement by the 
other consultants to be sent to you on your behalf and can recommend 
suitable consultants to provide the necessary documentation required for 
building consent. 

Consultants may include a Structural Engineer, a Fire Engineer, a Land 
Surveyor, or other specialist experts. I will advise if these will be 
necessary for your project.

My fees are charged out at an hourly rate. A fixed contract price for the 
building consent documentation is usually given, and an estimate of my 
time is included for any other work required.
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5.0 Concepts & Sketch Designs
I will begin to relate your requirements to the site, taking into 
consideration things such as views, orientation, existing trees / structures, 
site constraints, town-planning requirements, easements and other 
applicable factors. These considerations will form the parameters for our 
concept design. At this stage we will initially be concerned with overall 
space planning and developing exterior forms, materials and colours.

Generally I will prepare a proposed layout plan and conceptual elevations 
or sketches as a starting point for your consideration and feedback.

We may provide a preliminary 3-D computer generated model, or 
perspective sketches to further illustrate the concept.

Your feedback will be incorporated into the design at this stage and carried 
through into the "Developed Design" and then the "Working Drawings" 
stage where further detailed design work is completed.

6.0 3D Modelling Service
A 3D CAD model may be made of your project to help you with visualizing 
the project. This has many benefits such as;

Selected finishes and materials can be added to 
the model eg: Resene Paints colour range,
Generates images to .jpeg, png and other 
digital formats for emailing / viewing. 

Real time shadowing, useful for Resource 
Consent applications,

Final images can be displayed in almost an 
unlimited style for sketchy appearances
Exports to and from CAD applications, as well 
as Adobe's .pdf format with user markup 
available,
Export to Google Earth, Google maps etc
Adds components eg: cars, trees, people,

Movie Annimations to DVD formats,

Photomatching service to 3D 

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6
6.7

6.8

6.9
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7.0 Developed Design Documentation
The "Concept and Sketch Design" will be further developed and 
should now incorporate any changes and suggestions discussed 
between you and I during the sketch design phase. 

The drawings (if they havent already been supplied) should now be 
copied to all other Building Consultants enguaged for their final 
input. All Structural Engineering considerations should now be 
finalised. The Quanitity Surveyor should now have a copy of the 
Design Documentation so that all monetary allowances and 
estimates can be accounted for, if a building "budget" is required.  
Any other consultants should now be consulted before commencing 
the "Working Drawing" stage.  

All building materials and construction systems should be now be 
finalised and a "sign off" on our plans is required to advance to the 
next stage in documentation. Then our approach to detailing the 
Building Consent documents will begin.

You will now have recieved "Developed Design drawings and plans" 
and these will represent how the final plans will be displayed. They 
will include floor plans, site plan and elevations and may also include 
a developed computer model or perspective sketch if required.

Review of sub consultants plans and estimates and update 
Architectural Drawings if required. Consider all possible construction 
issues and which may effect the final cost and  construction program.

The Developed Design generally provides the minimum level of detail 
required to clearly define the scope of building works.

6
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9.0 Building Consent Documentation
I will over see the building consent process for you. I will liaise with local 
authorities, and provide them with building consent documentation and 
any additional information they may require.

Typical Architectural drawings and documentation prepared for Building 
consent may include:

8.0 Resource Consent Documentation
If the decision is made to proceed with a resource consent application the 
developed sketch plans will be used with town-planning information added 
as necessary. We will also liaise with the local authority during the resource 
consent process.

An Assessment of Environmental Effects report is prepared in accordance 
with the Resource Management Act.

On some projects, in particular large developments, we may suggest an 
independent Town Planning Consultant be engaged to manage this report 
and the resource consent application. A break-down of associated fees 
would be provided to you for this service.

9.1    Location & Site Plan,
9.2    Plumbing and Drainage plans,
9.3    Foundation Plan, Floor framing and bracing plans and details,
9.4    Roof and Roof framing plans,
9.5    Existing Plans and Elevations,
9.6    Proposed Floor plans (including bracing to NZS3604;1999)
9.7    Proposed Elevations and Cross sections,
9.8    General construction details, including window, roof & cladding details,
9.9    Specifcations - trade by trade, and a "Risk Matrix Assessment".
9.10  Additional drawings - see section 10.
9.11  Consultants documents (provided by others) may include an Engineer,   
        Land Surveyor, Fire Engineer, & Truss fabricator or other Experts.

7
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10.0 Additional Documentation
Additional drawings may be required for tender purposes to establish 
your true construction costs, however these drawings are not 
necessarily required for Building Consent submission.

These drawings would usually include:

10.1 Electrical layout plans

10.2 Kitchen and Bathroom Joinery and Window and Door Schedules

10.3 Interior Joinery

10.4 Landscaping structures and furniture

10.5 Swimming Pools, Spas and fencing etc

10.6 Pergolas, Courtyards, Paths

10.7 Finishes, Hardware, Fixtures schedules

* The above drawings may add additional fees.

8

The specification can be expanded to include a Standard "New 
Zealand Building Contract" which includes documentation such as: 

Conditions for Contract and Tender, Insurances, 

Variations, Progress payments, programming requirements, and 
information on how the project is to be managed.

The responsibilities of both yourself and the main contractor are 
explicitly detailed at this stage and this forms the basis for the 
contract, which will enable the smooth running of the construction 
programme.

11.0 Building Contracts
11.1

11.2

11.3

11.4 
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12.0 Tendering
The tendering process involves the preparation of contract documentation, 
assessing suitable contractors, calling of tenders, answering queries from 
the various contractors and sub-contractors, receiving tenders, analysing 
the received tenders, querying allowances, recommending a main 
contractor and letting the tender.

We would oversee the tendering process on your behalf, and will 
coordinate the signing of contractual documents between yourself and the 
successful contractor.

13.0 Contract Administration 
I will oversee the construction of your project, ensuring that the project is run 
according to the terms of the building contract and that the standard of 
workmanship meets your expectations of quality and attention to detail.

The Contract Administration would normally include the following;

9

13.1

13·2

13·3

13·4

13·5

13·6

13·7

Project administration / observation involves providing a suitable
building contract, ensuring both you and the main contractor 
understand the contract and its liabilities,

Scheduling and recording minutes from regular site meetings,

Answering project and contractors querries to resolves any issues,

Processing variation price requests and variation orders,

Adminstering maintenance defects during the the maintenance 
period, and approving final completion certificate.

Administration and certification of project payments,

Inspecting and approving practical completion,
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- Consultation and Fees proposal (Free if a written brief is given),

- Brief provided (by owner)

- Contract Agreement signed,

- Feasibilty and Concept Designs, apply for PIM etc.

- 3D Computer modeling and annimations / Photomatching

- Sketch plans and Developed designs,

- Resource Consent Documentation and AEE,

- Sun Shading Diagrams and Impact Reports for AEE,

- Building Consent Documentation, Specifications, Bracing Calcs, MRA etc

- Building Consent Submission and Administration during Consent stage, 

- Coordination with Consultants / Engineers / Surveyor / QS. 

- Tender Negotation and Tender Analysis 

- National Building Contracts between Building Owner and Main Contractor 

- Project Management / Contract Administration, Project Payments and        
  Claims until Code Compliance Certificate is issued

- Site  Supervision / Progress Reports.

- As Built drawings.

- Disbursements Costs eg; Printing, Communication, Postal (costs + %10)

14.0  CHECK LIST


